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Basic Description 

This workshop will expose PFMP students in all concentration areas to key strategic communication skills they 

should know about when entering the job market as candidates with a language “niche” in their field.   

Knowledge of basic strategic communication techniques is useful in most of the jobs PFMP graduates typically 

find, from the arts to industry to higher education administration, and a working vocabulary for how those 

basic techniques are used in those fields can make job applicants even more marketable.  This workshop’s main 

goal is to familiarize workshop participants with the concepts and tools of messaging campaigns they will be 

able to use in their first jobs out of the program. 

Through readings, discussion, research and especially hands-on activities, the workshop will take participants 

through the major steps of a basic messaging campaign—from identifying purpose, audience and content 

through the final evaluative techniques used after the campaign has run its course.  The experience will be 

highly interactive, as participants work together on a messaging campaign, under the guidance of the 

practitioners leading the workshop.  

 

Learning Outcomes 

All students finishing this workshop will be able to: 

 identify the objective, target audience, and content of a messaging campaign 

 write an effective press release 

 use several different social media platforms, as both research tools and communication platforms 

 understand the basic differences, in use and effect, between digital communication methods and 

offline methods for strategic communication 

 use basic qualitative and quantitative research techniques when creating a messaging campaign 

 tell a persuasive story succinctly and persuasively, in light of the unique time, space and audience 

constraints of a specific messaging campaign 

 recognize and use writing apps designed for strategic communication (i.e. Grammarly or Hemingway)  

 evaluate the results of messaging 

 develop basic reacting and responding tactics as strategic communicators 

 build a basic database  

 present those results in real time, succinctly and effectively 

 do all of the above independently and as part of a working group of individuals with differing styles 

 

Workshop meetings 

The workshop will meet two times:  Friday for four hours, and Saturday for six hours. 


